
Clue Murder Mystery Part 2

1. Color

2. Location

3. Adjective

4. Bird

5. Noun

6. Condiment

7. Tool

8. Color

9. Location

10. Utensil

11. Fruit

12. Location

13. Game

14. Piece Of Furniture

15. Sound-Plural

16. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

17. Adverb

18. Kind Of Shelter

19. Verb - Past Tense

20. Occupation

21. Adjective

22. Plural Measurement Of Time- Days Mins Etc

23. Adverb
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24. Noun - Plural

25. Verb - Base Form



Clue Murder Mystery Part 2

Mr. Boddy has been murdered in his own house and there is no shortage of suspects!

Could it be:

-Mr. color in the Location with the Adjective pipe?

-Mrs. bird in the kitchen with the Noun ?

-Colonel condiment in the conservatory with the tool ?

-Miss color in the Location with the utensil ?

-Professor fruit in the Location with the rope?

-Or perhaps Mrs. White in the game room with the piece of furniture ?

As the suspects loudly take turns accusing each other and pointing fingers, the lights go out again! There are

sound-plural ,



screams, and the sound of Verb - Present ends in ING footsteps before all goes quiet. The lights come back on

to reveal Mr. Boddy standing Adverb above all of their dead bodies in the hall, cleaning his gun and

whistling. He had faked his death to lure them all where he wanted them. Turns out, he invited all of these

people who had once wronged him to his kind of shelter in order to kill them!

Professor Repeat Last fruit let Boddy take the fall for a crime that he had Verb - Past Tense .

Miss Repeat Last color had seduced his occupation to get a coveted promotion over him.

Mr. Green had tricked him into investing in a Adjective company, losing him millions.

Mrs. White had been spying on him for his enemies for plural measurement of time- days mins etc .

The Colonel had " Adverb " shot and killed Boddy's former wife while on a safari trip years before.

And Mrs. Repeat Last bird had pilfered jewelry and Noun - Plural from his dead mother's estate.

Lesson learned not to Verb - Base Form Mr Boddy !
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